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The minimal size of a completely separating system on n points is found. 
Set  S - -  {1 ..... n}, C[ = {S 1 ..... St} , S i C S. 
DEFINITION. Call 6~" a completely separating system if for all x, y ~ S 
there exist Sz, S jc  Cg such that 
(i) x~S, ,y~S i  
and 
(ii) x ~ Sj ), ~ S i . 
Set f (n)  = the minimal cardinality [ gg[ of such a system on n points. 
The problem of finding f(n) was posed by Dickson [1], who showed 
f (n )  
l im - 1.  
THEOREM. f (n)  -- minimum t such that 
Proof. Given I 6f ] = t on n points, define an n x t matrix A = [aij] by 
aij = 1 if i e St, 0 otherwise. 
Clearly ~ is completely separating iff ~'i,j Bk a~k = 1, ask = 0. Set 
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Ui = {j : ai~ = 1} for i ----- 1 ..... n. The conditions on A are clearly equiv- 
alent to Vi,jUi ~ Us. By Sperner's lemma such a family of U~ exist iff 
n ~< [t/2] " 
Note that, by Sterling's formula, 
1 1 
f (n )  -~ llog2 n + ~log a logan + ~log a (-~-) q- o(1)f. 
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